Micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS) are very small devices that contain both mechanical and electrical elements with sizes in the order of microns. Design cycle time is an important consideration in the development and introduction of MEMS devices in the market. To develop extraction tools for MEMS designs, we need geometric algorithms to analyze the spatial layout of the mechanical portion of the MEMS device and extract a net-list of mechanical components. Such extracted net-list of mechanical components can be combined with the electronic component net-list to provide the complete device schematic. A key step in the extraction of mechanical elements is classification of various portions of the layout into structural elements. Because MEMS designs consist of a large number of elements, computational efficiency of the underlying extraction algorithm is very important for it to work on complex devices. This paper describes an efficient geometric algorithm for extracting structural elements from spatial layout of MEMS designs.
Introduction
Micro electro-mechanical systems (MEMS) [1] [2] [3] are made up of extremely small mechanical elements, often integrated together with electronic circuitry. Micromechanical parts tend to be rugged, respond rapidly, use very little power, occupy very little space, and have several other advantages over conventional macro parts. These devices have wide range of applicationsinertial sensors, thermal sensors, optical switches etc. Figure 1 shows a functional MEMS device layout. As can be seen in Figure 2 , it consists of a floating structural layer that is attached to the substrate by anchors.
A MEMS device is made up of various fundamental structural elements [4] . The set of these elements includes beams (long rectangular structural elements connected to other elements on its shorter edges), plates/masses (a structural element with more than two nearest neighbor elements, an anchor (an immobile structural element), a gap (usually between two beams; if the two beams are at different electrostatic potential then it is a electrostatic gap else it is a mechanical gap). Joints are abstract fundamental elements attached to the beams to describe the interconnections between the beams. These elements can be connected to form a MEMS component. Components can include springs and comb drives. Springs such as U-springs, serpentine springs and folded-flexure springs are compliant structures consisting of beams and joints commonly used in MEMS designs to control the movement of plate/mass. Comb structures such as the linear comb, differential comb are used to translate mechanical motion into electrical voltage (as an electromechanical sensor) or vice-versa (an electromechanical actuator) [5] . Comb drives tend to consist of several regularly placed cantilever beams (fingers) separated by electrostatic gaps. MEMS components are themselves interconnected to form a MEMS device. Figure 3 shows the current MEMS design methodology. It starts off with the designer making a sketch of the schematic of the design and very basic equations to ensure feasibility of the design. After being satisfied with the schematic, the designer proceeds to physical layout. The device is then fabricated using the designed layout and the predetermined process. The device is then tested for functionality. Errors detected in the device are used to re-design the layout. Such a design methodology reduces to a design-fabricate-test loop. Such a methodology is very expensive and also time consuming as both fabrication and testing are long and tedious processes.
Another tool available to the designer to check the layout is numerical simulation. Use of numerical simulation for detecting complex errors is computationally expensive but useful as it takes lesser time and is not as expensive as a trial and error design method. Numerical simulation involves developing the 3D model from the layout and process description. The 3D model is assigned material properties depending upon the process description. The model is then meshed either manually or by using an automatic mesh generator [6] . The finite/boundary element model is simulated using finite or boundary element simulation over different domains. This is computationally intensive and interpretation of the results requires significant expertise.
VLSI designers often use extraction tools to compare the desired schematic with the extracted schematic from the spatial layout of designs. Use of such tools in VLSI industry has significantly reduced the number of design iterations. This reduces the time to market of a new VLSI product.
Several researchers have proposed framework for structured MEMS design process [7] [8] [9] [10] . Synthesis tools with powerful optimization techniques are being introduced for MEMS cell-level design and layout optimization [11] [12] . Optimized synthesis and etch simulation tools were also developed for design of compliant mechanisms, which are flexible structures that generate a wide variety of mechanical motions through elastic deformations. In addition to these synthesis tools, lumped parameter simulation models are also being explored [13-14,] . Figure 3 shows the emerging design process for MEMS. As shown in this figure, a new design loop developed by Baidya et al. introduces the concept of extraction and further simplifies the task of design checking [15] . By reconstructing the design schematic from the layout, the designer will be able to perform faster simulations on the reconstructed schematic and also compare it with the design schematic, thus reducing the need for numerical simulation and fabrication iteration loop.
In VLSI domain, the main aim of extraction is to detect transistors, and calculate resistance, capacitance and inductance in the circuit. Extraction in the MEMS requires geometric reasoning to detect the mechanical components namely beams, plates, joints, anchors and fingers. Predefined rules based on shape of the rectangles and the connectivity of the rectangles are used to recognize the components. In many MEMS designs, the designer uses rectangles to represent various components in a layout. For an element to be recognized, it is necessary that each rectangle in the layout uniquely represents a structural element. Hence we need an algorithm to identify a representation in which each rectangle in the layout uniquely represents a structural element. Partitioning the layout and subdividing the rectangles into many finer pieces so that each rectangle represents a unique structural element can achieve such representation.
Because MEMS designs consist of a large number of components, computational efficiency of the underlying extraction algorithm is very important for it to work on complex designs. It is important that the algorithm produces an optimal number of partitions, avoiding overpartitioning which would reduce the efficiency of the algorithm. To analyze complex MEMS devices, an extraction algorithm that has a low order polynomial time complexity is needed. This paper builds on the previous work of Baidya et al. [15] and describes an efficient geometric algorithm for extracting structural elements from spatial layout of the mechanical portion of MEMS designs, which does minimal partitioning of the rectangles and still facilitates recognition. Extracted net-list of mechanical components can be combined with the electronic component net-list to provide the complete device schematic. Our algorithm has a worst-case time complexity of O(N log N), where N is the number of rectangles in the input layout. Therefore it facilitates computationally efficient extraction. The scope of this paper is restricted to extraction of elements of electrostatic inertial MEMS devices. The extraction system is also restricted to devices fabricated using the MUMPS™ process and the layout must be Manhattan geometry.
Related Work
Gabbay and Senturia [16] describe a methodology for automatically generating reduced-order macro-models for the conservative energy-domains behavior of electrostatically actuated MEMS devices from 3D simulations. These models can be directly used in circuit-and-system-level simulators for complete MEMS design simulation. To reduce the degrees of freedom of the system, each node in the finite element model is not allowed to move in any direction but the motion is constrained to a linear superposition of a select set of deformation shapes. This set is used as a basis set of motion. The positional state is hence reduced to a set of generalized coordinates, each coordinate being the scaling factor by which its corresponding basis function contributes. Analytical macromodels of each of the conservative energy domains are constructed. Capacitive electromechanical systems have electrostatic and kinetic energy domains. The macromodels are analytical functions of the generalized coordinates. All forces are directly computed from the analytical function by computing their gradients. Lagrangian mechanics are used to construct the equations of motion in terms of its generalized coordinates. The equations of motion are translated into an analog hardware description language, thereby constructing a model of the MEMS system that can be simulated in an analog circuit simulator.
Schematic-level extraction in MEMS expands the geometric specification of the device, in accordance to the selected process, into a layer-by-layer description of the geometrical shapes and their topological placements, just as it does in VLSI [17] . The finer objective for such an extractor is to have a schematic representation of the layout. This objective is achieved in a twostep process. The first step is to process the machine-readable layout specification to extract mechanical features such as beams, plates, joints and mechanical gaps, from which the MEMS device is made. The next step is to extract commonly used MEMS components by geometrically matching the topology and connectivity of these structural elements with those in a component library. The resulting schematic representation can then be compared with the original designer's schematic to determine layout errors using a tool for layout-versus-schematic. In addition, lumped parameter values are generated for the extracted structural elements to enable lumpedparameter functional simulation [13] of the MEMS layout.
Baidya et al. [15] describe a methodology to recognize various MEMS features for extraction. The process begins with the device layout described using a list of Manhattan rectangles. The first step in the extraction process is to detect structural elements. Here feature based recognition is carried out to detect various structural elements. To make feature recognition possible the layout is transformed into a unique representation called the canonical representation.
The canonical representation is a unique representation for any given design using minimum number of rectangles to cover the given layout area, such that any infinitesimal outward expansion of any edge never intersects with the interior of the layout area. Thus each edge has at the most one neighbor. This is achieved by extending the edges towards the interior of the layout until it meets another boundary edge.
From the canonical layout, the structural elements are recognized using feature-based techniques. A structural element's type is determined by the rectangle's shape, size and the neighborhood information. First the anchor elements are determined using information from other layers. Similarly mass/plate elements are recognized. Then the finger and beam elements are recognized. Fingers are defined as cantilever beams. Canonization tends to split beams and fingers. Special functions are used to detect such split fingers and beams. Then the recognized mass and anchor elements are recursively expanded in all directions.
Structural elements are grouped to define various MEMS components such as comb drives and springs. Comb drives consist of integrated comb fingers places on electrically disconnected rotor and stator forming a capacitive arrangement used for sensing or actuating mechanical motion. Comb drive extraction starts with a connectivity analysis of the set of recognized fingers. Fingers having the same electrical connectivity are given the same connectivity number. Fingers are then sorted into buckets based on their orientation. Each such bucket is then checked for uniformity of the fingers with respect to its geometric parameters. The buckets are partitioned whenever any non-uniformity is found in any of these parameters. A set of overlapping pairs with different electrical connectivity numbers will result in a comb drive.
Springs are composed of beams and joints, and connect the suspended plate to the anchors. The spring detection routine uses an input from a spring library, which stores the springs in the form of a graph. Any new spring can be recognized if the corresponding graph is present in the library. The spring library is a collection of finite state machine (FSM) for each of the springs defined in the library.
Definitions
The required definitions for understanding this paper are described below:
• Rectangle: A geometric shape represented by four parameters X min , Y min , X max , Y max . Each of the four parameters represents a line and the area bound by the four lines represent the rectangle. The line segments formed due to the intersection of the four lines form the edges of the rectangle. Using the point set notation, rectangle r i can be defined as a set of points: • State of an Edge: With respect to given set of rectangles R, an edge E belonging to rectangle r i is classified as o fully bound
o partially bound if it is not fully bound or empty r 1 , r 2 ,…r n are the n rectangles of the set R.
• Set of Primary Rectangles: A collection R of non-intersecting rectangles, where union of any two rectangles cannot be represented as a single rectangle. Most layout CAD tools can produce a set of primary rectangles from an arbitrary set of rectangles.
• Primary Rectangle: A rectangle that belongs to the set of primary rectangles.
• Canonical Rectangle Pair: A set of two neighboring rectangles, such that extending edges of one rectangle will not intersect the interior of the other rectangle. We should only attempt to combine canonical rectangles because combination of non-canonical rectangles cannot be represented as a single rectangle.
• Atomic Rectangle: A rectangle where, every edge is either fully bound by neighboring rectangles, or is not bound. Figure 4 gives an illustration of an atomic and a non-atomic rectangle.
• Atomizing Edge: An edge of a neighboring rectangle that will be extended to split the rectangle under consideration in order to make it an atomic rectangle. Figure 5 gives an illustration of atomizing edges.
• Atomizing Edge Set: This is a set unique to every rectangle element in a set of primary rectangles. It is a union of four mutually exclusive subsets: Top, Bottom, Left, and Right. These subsets are the intersection of all neighboring rectangle's edges that would intersect with the rectangle if extended and edges that are not shared between two rectangles. Figure 5 gives an illustration of atomizing edges. These edges together form the atomizing edge set for the rectangle under consideration. These edges are extended to divide the rectangle under consideration to create atomic rectangles.
• Set of Irreducible Atomic Rectangles: A set of atomic rectangles such that union of any two rectangles from this set will not yield a single atomic rectangle.
• Manhattan Rectangles: Rectangles where all of the edges are aligned with either the X or Y axis.
• Structural Elements: Structural elements of a MEMS device that can be categorized as a beam, plate, anchor, or finger. These structural elements under different spatial configuration form MEMS components. Figure 6 shows a picture of a folded flexure comb drive resonator with mechanical structural elements. Functional Elements are marked in bold.
• Atomic Representation: A set of rectangles form an atomic representation if every rectangle in the set is an atomic rectangle.
Algorithm for Generating Atomic Representation
Designers tend to design layouts in different ways, resulting in different representations for the same layout. Figure 7 illustrates how a layout could be represented in different ways. To extract structural elements for the given layout there is a need to find a layout representation such that each rectangle in the layout represents a unique structural element. The method that is used to check for this condition of the rectangles is called canonization [15] . While the method of canonization gives a unique representation for a given set of rectangles, the algorithm used for achieving this is computationally not very efficient. For a given set of rectangles, this method tends to cause over-partitioning of rectangles. This results in increased computation time and requires re-grouping the split rectangles of the same structural element. The method of creating the state in which each rectangle can be uniquely classified as a structural element can be improved by avoiding unnecessary partitioning of rectangles. The atomic representation is one such representation where it is possible to uniquely identify each rectangle. Therefore, we use atomic representation as the basis for recognizing structural elements. This section describes an algorithm for generating atomic representation.
The main idea behind the algorithm to create an irreducible set of atomic rectangles is as following. It first identifies locations where rectangle partitioning might be needed to convert non-atomic rectangles into atomic rectangles. After identifying such partitioning locations based on various rectangles' neighborhood information, partitioning is carried out to produce atomic rectangles. After initial partitioning, a post-processing step is carried out to combine those atomic rectangles that can be combined together to form larger atomic rectangles and hence resulting in an irreducible set of atomic rectangles.
Our algorithm to create an irreducible set of atomic rectangles consists of the following three steps:
Step 1: The input rectangle list R is sorted in the following manner: a. R xmin = Sort(R, X min , Y min ). Sort the list of rectangles R using parameters X min as primary key and Y min as secondary key and copy the sorted list in list R xmin (e.g., we first sort the list by X min , for the elements that have the same X min , we sort them by
Step 2: In this step, for each element r of R, an atomizing edge set is created and this set is used to generate the atomic rectangles from r. Therefore, this step produces a set G of structural elements that correspond to the area covered by R. For each element r in the input rectangle list R, this step consists of the following sub-steps: a. Build atomizing edge sets for r in the following manner: The rectangles in set G represent a set of atomic rectangles. Figure 8 illustrates the above steps graphically.
Step 3: In this step the set of atomic rectangles G generated in the previous step is processed by combining the atomic rectangles wherever possible to create an irreducible set of atomic rectangles. This step consists of the following sub-steps:
e. In this step we create a new data-structure to store the neighborhood information for every atomic rectangle g in set G. Initialize the new data-structure H. H is a list of quintuplets whose first element is rectangle g. Rectangles in set G that are neighboring rectangles to g are stored in the next four elements of H organized in the following manner. The second element of H is a set of rectangles that are the top neighbors of g. The third element of H is a set of rectangles that are the bottom neighbors of g. The fourth element of H is a set of rectangles that are the right neighbors of g. The fifth element of H is a set of rectangles that are the left neighbors of g. For every atomic rectangle g in set G do the following:
• Top = Search(g, R ymin ): Search in the sorted list R ymin for neighboring rectangles to g that are on top of g and store references to them in Top.
Traverse list H and combine atomic rectangles in the X-direction in the following manner.
For each rectangle h 1 (the rectangle in first element of the quintuplet) do the following:
• Check the left and right neighboring rectangles (the fourth and fifth elements of the quintuplet) of h 1 .
• If any of the left or right neighboring rectangle forms a canonical pair with h 1 , then check if a combination is possible. For each rectangle h 1 there will be only one rectangle, which is to the left or right that can be combined with h 1 (see Proposition 2B in Section 5).
• If the combination is possible between the two rectangles h 1 For each rectangle h 1 (the rectangle in first element of the quintuplet) do the following:
• Check the top and bottom neighboring rectangles (the second and third elements of the quintuplet) • If any of the top or bottom neighboring rectangle forms a canonical pair with h 1 , then check if a combination is possible. For each rectangle h 1 , there will be only one rectangle, which is to the top or bottom that can be combined with h 1 • If the combination is possible, then combine the two rectangles h 1 and h 1 ' and replace h 1 in list H with the new rectangle r formed as a result of combination. The list H is used to retrieve the neighbor information for each of the atomic rectangles to ensure that combination is possible, and also to ensure that the result of such combination would maintain the layouts atomic property • Delete the element from H whose first element is rectangle h 1 ' (this rectangle does not exist anymore)
The rectangles present as the first elements of the quintuplets in list H are output as the result.
Analysis of the Algorithm for Generating Atomic Representation
Proposition 1: A set of primary rectangles of size N can be described by an atomic set of rectangles of size equal to or less than 9N.
Proof: Let, The number of primary rectangles = N The number of atomic rectangles = M We have one atomizing edge set for each primary rectangle. Therefore, the number of atomizing edge sets = N Let us assume that we use atomizing edge set to partition every rectangle to convert it into a set of atomic rectangles. Therefore, r i is an element of the primary rectangle set R, A i is its associated atomizing edge set. 1. r and r' belong to the same primary rectangle. The primary rectangle was split due to the presence of an atomizing edge and therefore, the status of primary rectangle edge that was adjoining the atomizing edge was different on the two sides of the atomizing edge. During recombination, combining rectangles with non-overlapping collinear edges with different status will not result in an atomic rectangle. Therefore, two atomic rectangles resulting from the same primary rectangle cannot be recombined. Figures 9 (a) and (b) illustrate this condition graphically.
r's primary rectangle's atomizing edge set contains r''s edge(s).
Since the edge that is in r's atomizing edge set, is an edge of r'. Therefore the status of edge of r that was adjoining this atomizing edge was different on the two sides of the atomizing edge. During recombination, combining rectangles with non-overlapping collinear edges with different status will not result in an atomic rectangle. Therefore r and r' cannot be combined. Figures 10 (a) and (b) illustrate this condition graphically.
r or r' are not primary rectangles.
Both r and r' cannot be primary rectangles, as that would form a canonical pair which violates the assumption that a set of primary rectangles are irreducible. Therefore let us assume that r is a primary rectangle and r' is not a primary rectangle. In this case edges of r will belong to r''s primary rectangle's atomizing edge set and hence they cannot be combined due to Condition 2 described above. Figures 11 (a) and (b) illustrate this condition graphically.
Proposition 2B:
If an atomic rectangle r can be combined with the left atomic neighbor r' to form a bigger atomic rectangle, then it cannot be combined with its right atomic neighbor r'' to form a bigger atomic rectangle.
Proof:
1. r and r'' will need to form a canonical pair. Otherwise they cannot be considered for combination 2. Since r and r' can be combined, from proposition 2A we know that neither r nor r' is a primary rectangle. Furthermore, r' did not contribute to the formation of r 3. In order for us to consider combining r and r'', r'' will have to be non-primary 4. Now there are two possibilities: a. r and r'' belong to same primary rectangles: They cannot be combined due to Proposition 2A. Figures 12 (a) and (b) illustrate this condition graphically. b. r and r'' belong to different primary rectangles: In this case since r' did not contribute to the formation of r, and r and r'' are canonical, therefore only way to form r would have been through edges of r''. But in this case r'' will be primary and therefore this case can never arise if r'' was not primary. Figures 13 (a) and (b) illustrate this condition graphically. Above enumeration of possibilities shows r and r'' cannot be combined.
Proposition 2C:
If an atomic rectangle r can be combined with the top atomic neighbor r' to form a bigger atomic rectangle, then it cannot be combined with its bottom atomic neighbor r'' to form a bigger atomic rectangle.
Proof: Analogous to the proof of proposition 2B.
Proposition 3:
The set of atomic rectangles G generated at the end of Step 2 (see Section 4 for details) can be reduced to an irreducible state by performing combinations along X-axis (combining a rectangle with its left or right neighbor) and performing combinations along Y-axis (combining a rectangle with its top or bottom neighbor) as described in Step 3 (see Section 4 for details).
Proof: Proposition 2B states that a given rectangle r can only be combined with one rectangle to the left or right of the rectangle r. During the first iteration all possible combinations along the X-direction are carried out. This results in a state where all rectangles cannot be combined with their left or right neighbors.
Proposition 2C states that a given rectangle r can only combine with one rectangle to the top or bottom of the rectangle r. During the first iteration all possible combinations along the Ydirection are carried out. This results in a state where all rectangles cannot be combined with their top or bottom neighbors.
At the end of these two iterations the rectangles can no longer be combined with any of its neighbors. Hence the atomic rectangles have been brought to an irreducible state.
Proposition 4:
The time complexity for the algorithm described in Section 4 is O (N log N) where N is the number of rectangles in the input set.
Proof: Let us analyze each main step of the algorithm Analysis of Step1: It requires four sorting operations. Sorting has a time complexity of O(N log N) [18] . Therefore the time complexity associated with Step 1 is O (N log N) .
Analysis of Step2:
a. The step 2a involves four binary search operations. Each binary search operation has a time complexity of O(log N) [18] . Each of the search operation is then expanded to collect all atomic edges. The expansion of the search has a time complexity of C i , where C i is the size of the atomizing edge set for the i th rectangle in the list R. Steps 2a through 2e are repeated for each element in the list R. Since the length of list R is N, the total number of operations involved are:
Here ΣC i represents the total number of atomic edges. This is directly proportional to the total number of atomic rectangles created M. Proposition 1 shows that M ≤ 9N. Therefore the time complexity associated with Step 2 is O (N log N) .
Analysis of Step 3:
a. Steps 3a, 3b, 3c, 3d have an associated sort operation. This step has a time complexity of O(M log M) for a list of size M. b.
Step 3e has four binary search operations. Each binary search operation has a time complexity of O(log M) where M is the length of the list. This step is repeated for every element in list G (list of structural elements). Hence it has an overall time complexity of O(M log M). c.
Step 3f has a list traversal operation associated with it. It is repeated for each element in H.
The number of operations associated with the first, second, third and fifth sub-step is a constant as the operations involved are checking for possible combination, actual combination and deletion of rectangles.
The number of operations associated with the fourth sub-step is the number of rectangles whose neighborhood information is updated after a combination between rectangles h i and h j where h i is the rectangle in the first element of the i th quintuplet in list H. The number of operations D i associated with this sub-step is the total number of neighbors of h i and h j . This in the worst case is, every rectangle in the first element of each of the quintuplets of list H would take part in a combination and hence would require that all its neighbor's neighborhood information be updated.
Hence, this step has a total number of operations:
ΣD i is the total number of neighbors for every rectangle in the first element of the quintuplet in list H. C corresponds to constant number of steps associated with the first, second, third and fifth sub-step. Since the total number of edges in this list is 4M and the total number of neighbors cannot be greater than the total number of edges: Hence the overall algorithm has a time complexity of O(N log N).
Extraction of Structural Elements from Atomic Representation
The set of irreducible atomic rectangles generated by algorithm described in Section 4 is used as an input for the extraction algorithm. Our extraction algorithm is similar to the one developed by Baidya et al. [15] . For details on computational performance of extraction rules readers are referred to [15] . Based on a set of heuristics, our extraction algorithm classifies the atomized rectangles as beams, plates, fingers, anchors depending on the geometrical attributes, neighbor information and inter-level connectivity.
The first step in detection of structural elements is to detect potential anchor elements. These are detected using information from a non-structural layer, ANCHOR1. The elements of the atomic layout that overlap the rectangles from the ANCHOR1 layer are marked as potential anchor elements. Potential mass/plate elements are detected using information from the DIMPLE and HOLE1 layers. Atomic layout rectangles that overlap with DIMPLE or HOLE1 layer rectangles are marked as potential mass/plate elements.
Fingers are detected using neighborhood information and geometrical information of the rectangles in the structural layer. Fingers are defined as rectangles that are bound on one of their shorter edges and its other three edges are not bound. All rectangles in the atomic layout that match the above conditions are marked as fingers. Next all unmarked structural rectangles are analyzed to look for beams. Beams are defined as rectangles with two of its shorter edges bound and its longer edges unbound. Rectangles matching these criteria are marked as beams. Some of the beams may not match these criteria and cannot be marked. An algorithm is described later in this section that locally reorganizes the rectangles to allow recognition of beams that are split.
Joints are described as rectangles that are connected to two or more joints or beams. This is followed by recognition of rest of the mass and anchor rectangles. Already marked anchor and mass elements are recursively expanded into unmarked rectangles in all directions. Thus if an unmarked rectangle is connected to a mass/anchor rectangle through unmarked rectangle, is marked accordingly. All structural elements are recognized using the above methods. Figure 14 shows the flow chart for extracting structural elements.
Split beams cannot be recognized using the usual beam recognition methods in some cases due to the following reason. There may be cases where rectangles that actually represent beam elements are split in such a way that the usual method to mark rectangles as beams fail. Hence the following algorithm locally reorganizes rectangles to allow for recognition of beam elements. This algorithm consists of the following steps:
Search for a seed rectangle. Seed rectangle is defined as a rectangle for which two of its shorter edges are bound and one of the longer edges is bound. The remaining edge must be unbound.
2.
Search for a matching rectangle. Matching rectangle is defined as a rectangle whose closest parallel edge to the seed rectangle's longer bound edge is bound and the opposite edge is unbound. 3.
Check properties of the overlay rectangle. Overlay rectangle is the rectangle that is formed by the overlap of the unbound edges of the seed and closest matching rectangle and the region between the two edges. Check if the overlap of the unbound edges is greater than the distance between two edges. 4.
Check if the overlay rectangle overlaps only unmarked rectangles and there is no gap.
5.
Reorganize the rectangles such that the overlay rectangle replaces the region it overlaps.
We observe that beams have two of its shorter sides bound and the longer sides are unbound. The 2D region that can be classified as a beam cannot consist of a set of atomic rectangles such that there are edges in the interior of the 2D region that are parallel to the shorter edge of the 2D region. The above algorithm finds all 2D regions that could potentially be split beams. It also makes sure that the shorter edges of the layout are bound. Therefore it is capable of detecting split beams. Figure 15 illustrates the steps involved in extracting split beams using this algorithm.
Implementation and Examples
We have developed a prototype structural element extraction tool that implements the above algorithms. The geometric description of the MEMS layout (written, usually in a CIF file format, i.e., Caltech Intermediate Form) is the input. Algorithms are implemented using C++. The graphical user interface is implemented using Java.
The net-list extraction methods described in this paper using the atomic layout representation for extraction reduces the extraction time considerably with respect to the previously followed canonical representation [15] . The algorithm described to generate an atomic layout has a O(N log N) complexity. The implemented extraction algorithms can extract a net-list from a 30,000 rectangle input layout in less than a minute. Figure 16 shows the graphs of the time taken to generate an atomic layout vs. the number of elements in the input layout for a typical problem. The algorithm was tested with several different input layouts to study its performance. We start with a large problem instance and randomly delete rectangles from it to create smaller problem instances. The time taken to atomize the layouts was recorded. The time taken to atomize all the resulting problem instances was plotted against input layout size.
The atomic representation in comparison to the canonical representation reduces the number of rectangles in the layout. This reduces the time taken by the extraction algorithms to extract the net-list of structural elements from the atomic layout. Table 1 shows the comparison of the number of rectangles output by the canonical and atomic methods. Figure 18 (a) shows the input layout of a MEMS resonator. Figure 18 (b) shows the atomic layout. Figure 18 (c) shows a completely recognized layout. The elements are color coded as shown in Figure 17 . This net-list is used to extract a schematic. The schematic can then be used to simulate device response using commercial simulators such as SPICE. Figure 19 (a) shows the layout of a MEMS based gyroscope and Figure 19 (b) shows the extracted layout.
Conclusions
This paper describes an O(N log N) algorithm that uses the atomic representation during extraction of structural elements for MEMS devices. The worst-case complexity for the number of atomic elements produced for a given layout is linear O(N) in terms of the size of the input layout (N). Therefore it represents an improvement over the canonical layout representation reported in [15] , which had a quadratic worst-case complexity for the number of elements produced. The number of atomic rectangles produced compared to the number of rectangles produced by canonization is lower for a given input layout. This reduces the time taken to extract the net-list from the representation.
The actual reduction in number of rectangles achieved by this method, when compared to the canonical algorithm, varies according to the input set of rectangles. It is noted that for cases in which a big rectangle has smaller rectangles on opposite sides and if the rectangles on one side are offset with those on the other side, then the atomic representation produces significant reduction in partitioning and hence in the total number of rectangles as compared to the canonical algorithm. An example would be a large plate with fingers on one side offset to the fingers on the other side. For the case of an input layout without such offset rectangles, the reduction could be smaller. Thus the reduction factor depends on the geometry of layout of the input set of rectangles. Another factor that affects the reduction factor of rectangles is the number of rectangles in the input layout. As the number of rectangles increase, the potential for reduction (when compared to the canonical method) is greater because partitioning propagates all through the adjacent rectangles in the canonical algorithm. For a given set of rectangles, there could be many ways of reaching the atomic representation. The algorithm described in this paper creates 'a' atomic representation for a given set of rectangles. This atomic representation may not be the optimal atomic representation.
Since the algorithms are computationally more efficient compared to previous algorithms, they can be exploited in the following ways: of computing resources. This is particularly important as complexity of the design problems increase, which requires more complex MEMS designs to be used.
• Since extraction can be carried out faster, the result is faster schematic extraction and device simulation. So if the design team is looking to evaluate many options and since each option can be evaluated more quickly as a result of this work, more options can be evaluated in the same amount of time. This would allow MEMS designers to explore and evaluate various design options for a given problem using the same amount of resources.
The extraction algorithm described in this paper is designed to handle only rectangles with Manhattan geometry. Furthermore, the algorithm is designed to handle MEMS devices designed for the MUMPS™ process. Even though this domain is restricted, it is sufficiently rich for realizing many interesting and useful designs such as accelerometers, gyroscopes, pressures sensors, etc. A future research direction will be to extend the algorithm to handle non-Manhattan geometry and other processes such as CMOS. The present extraction rules are applicable only to inertial electrostatic MEMS devices. Extension of the extraction based verification methodology to MEMS devices in other domains need to be explored further. 
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